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Bob Books Sight Words 1st Grade
Introduces young readers to animals of the rain forest.
Some are present in the day and sleep and night and
others are active during the night.
This is Bob Books bestselling first reader, introduced
more than 35 years ago and used by millions of children.
If your child knows the alphabet, Bob Books Beginning
Readers is the book to start him or her on the path to
reading. Many early readers contain words that are too
difficult for a child who has just learned the sounds of the
alphabet. Not these books! Using only the letters M, A, T
and S, children can read their first book. New letters are
added gradually, until all letters of the alphabet have
been introduced (except Q). Short vowels and threeletter words in simple sentences help kids build reading
confidence. They love the stories and funny pictures, and
can't wait to read them to everybody they know. Inside
this eBook you’ll find: - 12 easy-to-read books, 12 pages
each - All two and three letter words (C-V-C words) Can be "sounded out" (phonics based) - A few new
letters introduced in each book - Limited sight words - 7
to 20 words per book504 Includes bibliographical
references and index.
Sight words are common words that appear again and
again in your childrenÕs reading material. Knowing
these words Òby sightÓ is essential for reading fluency.
This set provides practice at the beginning reading level,
and introduces 30 of the most common and easy sight
words. Our method makes the process of learning to
recognize sight words very simple for the young reader.
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Consistent short vowels and simple stories mean
children sound out (decode) the story, and learn only
three sight words per book. With plenty of repetition and
context clues, your young reader will quickly master early
sight words with Bob Books Sight Words - Kindergarten.
Inside this eBook youÕll find: - 10 easy-to-read, hilarious
small books, 12 pages each - All stories told in three and
four letter words, plus sight words - Consistent short
vowels mean easy decoding in the rest of the story Three new sight words introduced in each book
"Sight words are common words that appear again and
again in your children's reading material. Bob Books
Sight Words Kindergarten uses repetition and fun stories
to introduce important sight words. Consistent short
vowels and simple stories ensure that each book is a
gentle step into early reading. Inside you'll find: 10 easyto-read, hilarious books ; 30 two-sided flash cards. 30
new sight words--3 introduced in each story. Context
clues and illustrations to give sight word hints. Consistent
short vowels for easy decoding in the rest of the
story"--p. [4] of container.
Don't miss this jumbo workbook jam-packed with stickers
and activities tailored specifically for beginning readers!
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Take a trip to the zoo in this Scholastic Level 1 Reader
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from the creators of the beloved Bob Books(R) learn-toread phonics box sets. Perfect for reading alongside the
Stage 3 Bob Books box sets, or for any child reading at
Guided Reading Level H. Jack's class is on a field trip at
the zoo. There are so many animals to see... and so
many animal sounds to hear! Roarrrr! Screech! Hoot
hoot! What animals will they meet? Bob Books Stories
include: Words that children can sound out (decode);
both short and long vowels Sight words Simple sentence
structures Simple, colorful, friendly illustrations that
support children's reading and add fun! Longer stories
than the books in the Bob Books box sets, which helps
children build reading endurance Bob Books has been
helping children learn to read through simple phonics
and playful text and illustrations for more than forty
years. Your child will soon join the millions of happy kids
who say, "I read the whole book!"(R)

No matter how hard he pleads and begs, the pigeon
is not supposed to drive the bus while the driver is
away, but pigeon tries every persuasive trick a
young child knows to get you to say "Yes."
Save the day with a heroic pup in this Scholastic
Level 1 Reader from the creators of the beloved Bob
Books(R) learn-to-read phonics box sets. Perfect for
reading alongside the Stage 3 Bob Books box sets,
or for any child reading at Guided Reading Level G.
Buddy the dog wants a snack at the fair, but his
humans--Jack and Anna--say no. But then Buddy
notices some trouble at the hot dog stand! Can
Buddy save the day and earn his treat? Bob Books
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Stories include: Words that children can sound out
(decode); both short and long vowels Sight words
Simple sentence structures Simple, colorful, friendly
illustrations that support children's reading and add
fun! Longer stories than the books in the Bob Books
box sets, which helps children build reading
endurance Bob Books has been helping children
learn to read through simple phonics and playful text
and illustrations for more than forty years. Your child
will soon join the millions of happy kids who say, "I
read the whole book!(R)
"Sight words are among the most frequently used
words in the English language. Bob Books Sight
Words First Grade introduces 30 sight words perfect
for developing young readers. Consistent short
vowels, simple stories, and word repetition ensure
that each book gently advances your child's skills
while building confidence. Inside you'll find: 10 easyto-read, hilarious books ; 30 two-sided flash cards.
20 new sight words--3 introduced in each story.
Context clues and illustrations give sight word hints.
Consistent short vowels for each decoding in the rest
of the story"--p. [4] of container.
Sight words: are, good, now. "Sight words are
among the most frequently used words in the
English language. Bob Books Sight Words First
Grade introduces 30 sight words perfect for
developing young readers. Consistent short vowels,
simple stories, and word repetition ensure that each
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book gently advances your child's skills while
building confidence."--Page [4] of container.
Don't miss the companion workbook to the
bestselling learn-to-read boxed sets! Millions of
books have been sold in the Bob Books program
thanks to its silly stories, familiar artwork, and easyto-comprehend text. For the first time, children can
now extend their reading journey into these jumbo
workbooks, which feature custom content built
around each Bob Books storybook. Complete with
full-color art and two sheets of stickers, the Bob
Books Developing Readers Workbook is the perfect
way to engage young readers, increase reading
comprehension, and nurture pride and confidence in
their reading skills. This jumbo workbook ties into
three sets: Word Families, Complex Words, and
Long Vowels!
Master teacher Bobby Lynn Maslen taught
kindergarden for 13 years. She developed Bob
Books to guide children's earliest steps into reading.
Daughter Lynn Maslen Kertell carries on the tradition
with "My First Bob Books." These early readers
combine early learning with fun in playful, read-aloud
stories to introduce literacy skills to the very
youngest children.
A set of 10 readers which teach children sight words.
Sight words: make, new, old. Sight words are common
words that appear again and again in your children's
reading material. Bob Books Sight Words Kindergarten
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uses repetition and fun stories to introduce important
sight words.
This set features eight books--four with 16 pages, and
four with 24 pages--to engage young readers. New
blends, more sight words and longer compound words
advance their skills, while sound repetition keeps reading
easy. Full color.
This is Bob Books bestselling first reader, introduced
more than 35 years ago and used by millions of children.
If your child knows the alphabet, Bob Books Set 1 is the
book to start him or her on the path to reading. Many
early readers contain words that are too difficult for a
child who has just learned the sounds of the alphabet.
Not these books! Using only the letters M, A, T and S,
children can read their first book. New letters are added
gradually, until all letters of the alphabet have been
introduced (except Q). Short vowels and three-letter
words in simple sentences help kids build reading
confidence. They love the stories and funny pictures, and
can't wait to read them to everybody they know. Inside
this eBook youÕll find: - 12 easy-to-read books, 12
pages each - All two and three letter words (C-V-C
words) - Can be "sounded out" (phonics based) - A few
new letters introduced in each book - Limited sight words
- 7 to 20 words per book
Sight words are among the most frequently used words
in the English language. Bob Books Sight Words First
Grade introduces 30 sight words perfect for developing
young readers. Consistent short vowels, simple stories,
and word repetition ensure that each book gently
advances your child's skills while building confidence.
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Cheer Jack on as he learns to ride a bike in this
Scholastic Level 1 Reader from the creators of the
beloved Bob Books(R) learn-to-read phonics box sets.
Perfect for reading alongside the Stage 3 Bob Books box
sets, or for any child reading at Guided Reading Level H.
Jack is learning to ride a bike. The bike wobbles. The
bike tips. Jack tries again and again. Dad tells him, "You
can do it!" Will Jack ever become a bike rider? Bob
Books Stories include: Words that children can sound
out (decode); both short and long vowels Sight words
Simple sentence structures Simple, colorful, friendly
illustrations that support children's reading and add fun!
Longer stories than the books in the Bob Books box sets,
which helps children build reading endurance Bob Books
has been helping children learn to read through simple
phonics and playful text and illustrations for more than
forty years. Your child will soon join the millions of happy
kids who say, "I read the whole book!"(R)
Sight words are common words that appear again and
again in your childrenÕs reading material. Knowing
these words Òby sightÓ is essential for reading fluency.
Bob Books Sight Words - First Grade gradually adds
more complexity as your beginning reader acquires 30
new sight words. It is a great companion book to Bob
Books Sight Words - Kindergarten. Consistent short
vowels in one syllable words of three, four or five letters,
mean children can sound out (decode) the story.They
learn three new sight words per book. While words and
stories in Sight Words First Grade are slightly longer and
more complex than Sight Words Kindergarten, they are
still suitable for a beginning reader. Inside this eBook
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you'll find: - 10 easy-to-read, hilarious small books, 12
pages each. - Slightly longer and more complex stories. All stories told in one syllable, three-, four- and five-letter
words, plus sight words. - Consistent short vowels mean
easy decoding in the rest of the story. - Three new sight
words introduced in each book. - Context clues and
illustrations give sight word hints.
Children's Fiction

A phonics-based wipe-clean workbook for children
who are just starting to learn to read, from the
creators of the #1 bestselling Bob Books(R) Set 1 Beginning Readers phonics box set, complete with a
wipe-clean pen! Young readers can practice their
early phonics skills again and again in this playful
wipe-clean workbook. The 32 pages of writing and
drawing activities can be done alongside the Bob
Books Set 1 - Beginning Readers phonics box set, or
by any child who is just starting to sound out
(decode) words. Perfect for learning at home or onthe-go! 32 pages of activities--2 pages for each of
the 12 books in the Bob Books Set 1: Beginning
Readers box set, plus bonus activities! For ages 4 to
6; Pre-K to First Grade Writing activities are based
on three-letter words with short vowels in simple
sentences. Activities gradually add letter sounds until
children have completed activities with all letters of
the alphabet (except Q). Open-ended drawing
activities can be completed differently each time,
encouraging creativity and keeping learning fun! FullPage 8/13
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color, friendly illustrations feature characters that
children love to learn to draw on their own Wipeclean marker included High gloss wipe-clean pages
are bound in a lay-flat spiral for ease of use Builds
fine motor skills Ability to easily erase and try again
helps build confidence! Created by a teacher, Bob
Books has been helping children learn to read
through simple phonics, playful text and illustrations,
and an emphasis on building young readers'
confidence, success, and love of reading for more
than forty years!
A brand new Bob Books boxed set featuring 12 easyto-read stories! Great for kindergarten and first grade
readers, this boxed set includes twelve mini-books.
This set is the perfect stepping stone to independent
reading since it contains four level A books, four
level B's,two level C's, and two level D's. In typical
Bob Books style, these mini-books have lots of
repetition, friendly illustrations, and silly stories. Bob
Books First Stories is a great companion to Bob
Books Set 1: Beginners and Sight Words
Kindergarten and First Grade.
Sight words are words that must be recognized by
sight rather than sounded out. They are the most
frequently used words in the English language, such
as "are," "was," and "out." Children who are learning
to read are encouraged to practice and memorize
this list of words, in order to become fluent readers
(who are able to read for meaning rather than
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stumble over words). Sight words are taught
primarily in kindergarten and first grade, though often
the practice extends up through fourth grade. BOB
BOOKS have always incorporated sight words,
though the sounding-out approach minimized their
use. These will be the first BOB BOOKS products to
focus on learning and practicing sight words. They
will stand alone as two boxes - neither MY FIRST,
nor numbered as a SET. Their noted grades
(kindergarten or first) will serve as the level. The
titles allow parents to choose whether to prep their
children for next year, or reinforce what they've
learned last year.
Expanding on the foundation sets that have made
colonig Bob Books such a success, My First colonig
Bob Books is a brand new series introducing Bob
Books' proven teaching tools to children who aren't
quite ready for colonig Bob Books - Set 1. in My First
Bob Books - Alphabet, familiar animal friends
progressively introduce the 26 letters of the
alphabet. Engaging, read-aloud stories inspire and
motivate your child, while proven teaching principles
inspire success. Your child will prepare for the magic
of reading as My First Bob Books - Alphabet helps
them learn the names of the letters, - books for you
to read to your child, 52 pages each- Two letters per
book- Upper case and lower case- Alliterating story
so children can listen for letter sounds- Alphabet hint
inside each front cover
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Don't miss this jumbo workbook jam-packed with
stickers and activities tailored specifically for
emerging readers!
A companion set to the bestselling Bob Books
Beginning Readers set, featuring the classic Bob
Books characters and some new ones, too! This set
is perfect for children who have read Bob Books
Beginning Readers and need more practice before
moving on.- Twelve humorous stories feature the
beloved classic Bob Books characters and introduce
some new friends, too!- Short vowels and three-letter
words in simple sentences make Bob Books More
Beginning Readers a fun confidence builder.- Katie
Kath's simple but silly illustrations add a tickle to the
words, keeping kids smiling as they read.Inside the
box you'll find: - 12 easy-to-read, humorous books,
12 pages each- A parent card with tips for helping
your child learn to readYour child will soon be joining
the millions of happy kids who say, I read the whole
book!
Bob BooksSight words collection. kindergarten and
first grade
A delightful--and delicious--Scholastic Level 1 Reader
from the creators of the beloved Bob Books(R) learn-toread phonics box sets. Perfect for reading alongside the
Stage 3 Bob Books box sets, or for any child reading at
Guided Reading Level H. Jack and Anna want to bake
cupcakes to surprise their dad on his birthday. But
surprise! They run out of flour. Surprise! Cookies fall into
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the batter. Surprise! Some chocolate tips into the bowl.
Will the cupcakes turn out delicious? And will Dad be
surprised? Bob Books Stories Beginning Readers
include: - Words that children can sound out (decode);
both short and long vowels - Sight words - Simple
sentence structures - Simple, colorful, friendly
illustrations that support children's reading and add fun! Longer stories than the books in the Bob Books box sets,
which helps children build reading endurance Bob Books
has been helping children learn to read through simple
phonics and playful text and illustrations for more than
forty years. Your child will soon join the millions of happy
kids who say, "I read the whole book!"
From the #1 bestselling learn-to-read program comes
two brand-new sets focused on learning and practicing
sight words. Each set includes 10 original books, 30
flash cards, and a parent guide. Consumable.
Celebrate the great outdoors in this Scholastic Level 1
Reader from the creators of the beloved Bob Books(R)
learn-to-read phonics box sets. Perfect for reading
alongside the Stage 3 Bob Books box sets, or for any
child reading at Guided Reading Level G. Jack and Anna
go on a hike. They duck under trees, hop over streams,
and see many animals along the way. They wish they
could go on a hike the next day, too, but Mom says no.
Can they have their own outdoor adventure in their
backyard? Bob Books Stories include: Words that
children can sound out (decode); both short and long
vowels Sight words Simple sentence structures Simple,
colorful, friendly illustrations that support children's
reading and add fun! Longer stories than the books in
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the Bob Books box sets, which helps children build
reading endurance Bob Books has been helping children
learn to read through simple phonics and playful text and
illustrations for more than forty years. Your child will soon
join the millions of happy kids who say, "I read the whole
book!"(R)
Experience the delight--and hard work--of adopting a pet
in this Scholastic Level 1 Reader from the creators of the
beloved Bob Books(R) learn-to-read phonics box sets.
Perfect for reading alongside the Stage 3 Bob Books box
sets, or for any child reading at Guided Reading Level G.
Jack and Anna want a puppy. A puppy will be fun! They
adopt a little brown dog at the animal shelter and name
him Buddy. Buddy loves to play . . . and to make
mischief! Can Jack and Anna take care of Buddy and
have fun, too? Bob Books Stories Beginning Readers
include: - Words that children can sound out (decode);
both short and long vowels - Sight words - Simple
sentence structures - Simple, colorful, friendly
illustrations that support children's reading and add fun! Longer stories than the books in the Bob Books box sets,
which helps children build reading endurance Bob Books
has been helping children learn to read through simple
phonics and playful text and illustrations for more than
forty years. Your child will soon join the millions of happy
kids who say, "I read the whole book!"
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